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Abstract 
It is shown that the least fixed point and greatest fixed point operations of an increasing 
function 0 of two arguments over a complete lattice commute if the function is fight-associative. 
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O. Introduction 
The expressions fix x 6(x) and Fixy 6(y) standing for Tarski's least and greatest fixed 
point (respectively) of an increasing function 6 on a complete lattice, we recall that the 
expressions, fiXxfiXy O(x, y) and Fixx Fixy O(x, y) are diagonal fxed points of an in- 
creasing binary function 0, that is enjoy the equation O(z,z)=z. One can also establish 
that 
fixxfiXy O(x, y) = fiXyfiXx O(x, y) 
and 
Fixx Fixy O(x, y)= Fixy Fixx O(x, y). 
In this note we shall be concerned with two other diagonal fixed points of  0, namely 
.fix x Fixy O(x, y) and Fixy fiX x O(x, y). It is known that the inequality fixx Fixy O(x, y) <~ 
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FixyfiX x O(x, y) always holds. We show in this note that this inequality becomes an 
equality when 0 is right-associative, that is when 
O(O(x, y),z) ~< O(x, O(y,z)) 
for any x, y,z. 
I. Fixed points of increasing functions 
In this section we recall the Knaster-Tarski construction of the least and greatest 
fixed point of an increasing function over a complete lattice. 
We shall consider in the sequel a complete lattice (L, ~<). Elements of L (sometimes 
called points) will be denoted by the letters x, y,z . . . . .  The infimum and supremum of 
a subset S of L will be written /~ S and ~/S, respectively. 
Definition 1. Let 3 be a function from L to L. We say that 6 is increasing (or order- 
preserving) iff x ~<x' implies 6(x) ~< 6(x') for any x,x' E L. 
Definition 2. Let 6 be a function from L to L. A point x E L is a fixed point of 6 iff 
6(x) : x. 
The next definition introduces the least and greatest fixed point in the Tarski sense: 
Definition 3. Let 6 be a function from L to L. We define the points fix x 6(x) and 
Fixy 3(y) by the equations: 
• fix x 3(x)= A{x 13(x)<<.x}, 
• FixyS(y)= V{y[y<~3(y)}. 
Proposition 1 (Fixed point proposition). Let 6 be an increasing function from L to L. 
Then fix~ 6(x) and Fixy 3(y) are fixed points of 3. Furthermore, fix x 6(x) is the least 
fixed point and Fixy 6(y) is the greatest fixed point of 3. 
Proof. See [2]. [] 
We will need in the sequel the following elementary observation: 
Lemma 1. Let 6 and ~ be two increasing functions from L to L such that 3(x)<~7(x) 
.for any x E L. Then fix x 3(x) <~fix x 7(x) and Fixy 6(y) <~Fixy 7(Y). 
Proof. Since 6(x)<~7(x) for any x c L we have 
{x I ~(x) ~<x} c {x 13(x) ~<x}. 
Hence, we have 
fixx 3(x) = A{x 13(x) ~<x} ~< A{x I~(x) ~<x} =fixx ~(x) 
The proof of Fixy 6(y) <~Fixy 7(Y) is similar. [] 
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2. Diagonal fixed points of binary functions 
In the sequel by binary function we mean a mapping from L x L to L. 
Definition 4. Let 0 be a binary function. We say that 0 is increasing iff x ~<x/, y ~< yl 
implies O(x, y) <<. O(x ~, yl) for any x, y,x ~, y~ E L. 
Definition 5. Let 0 be a binary function. A point x C L is a diagonal fixed point of 0 
iff O(x,x ) = x. 
Example. When 0 is an increasing binary function, the (unary) function z HO(z,z) 
is increasing. Hence 0 admits at least two diagonal fixed points, namely fix x O(x,x) 
and Fix:, O(y, y). These two points are the least and the greatest diagonal fixed point, 
respectively. We shall be concerned in this paper with two other constructions of 
diagonal fixed points, namely, 
fix x Fixy O(x, y) 
and 
Fixy fix x O(x, y) 
and with their order relationship. But let us start with examining fiXxfiXy O(x, y) and 
recall the double iteration identity in the sense of [4] established in [3]. 
Lemma 2 (Minimin lemma). Let 0 be an increasing binary function. Then fixxfiX r
O(x, y) is the least diagonal fixed point of O. 
Proof. Let :co =fiXxfiXy O(x, y). First observe that x HfiXy O(x, y) is increasing by the 
previous lemma, hence we have xo =fiXy O(Xo, y) by the fixed point proposition and 
hence x0 = O(xo,xo) by another application of the fixed point proposition. Thus we 
get that x0 is a diagonal fixed point of 0, let us prove that it is the least one, 
i.e. xo =fiXzO(Z,Z). Assume that Xl is another diagonal fixed point of 0, we have 
xl = O(xl,xl) hence xl is a fixed point of y~--~ O(xl,y) hence fixy O(xl,y)<~xl. But by 
definition of fix this means that fiXxfiX v O(x, y)<~xl. [] 
Similarly we have: 
Lemma 3 (Maximax lemma). Let 0 be an increasing binary function. Then Fixx Fixy 
O(x,y) is the greatest diagonal fixed point of O. 
Remark. Notice as a corollary of the two previous lemmas that when 0 is an increasing 
binary function we have 
fiXxfiXy O(x, y) =fixyfix O(x, y) 
and 
Fix~ Fixy O(x, y) = Fixv Fixx O(x, y). 
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3. Minimax theorem 
In this section, we will recall that the diagonal fixed points fixxFixy O(x,y) and 
FixyfiX x O(x, y) of 0 verify 
f ix x Fixy O(x, y) <~ Fixy fiX x O(x, y) 
for any increasing binary function O. 
Lemma 4. Let 0 be an increasing binary function. Then fix x Fixy O(x, y) and Fixy fiX x 
O(x, y) are diayonal fxed  points of O. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of the previous lemmas. [] 
Example ("122" counterexample). Let us consider the totally ordered complete lattice 
{0, 1,2} equipped with the order of natural numbers, and the increasing binary function 
0 given by the following table: x is represented horizontally, y vertically. The first line 
is filled with the data 122 and the rest of the table is filled with 0. An elementary 
computation produces the Fixy O(x, y) line and the f ix x O(x, y) column. Eventually, we 
get fix~ Fixy O(x, y) = 0 and Fixyfx x O(x, y) = 2. 
FixyO(x,y) 0 2 2 
2 1 2 2 2 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
y/x 0 1 2 fix xO(x,y) 
This elementary example shows that these diagonal fixed points of 0 can be distinct. 
However notice on this example that the following inequality holds: 
f ix x Fixy O(x, y) <~ Fixv fiX x O(x, y ). 
It is shown in [3] that such a fact is general: 
Proposition 2 (Minimax proposition). Let 0 be an increasin9 binary function. Then 
fix x Fixy O(x, y) <. Fixy fiX x O(x, y ). 
Proof. Let xo =fixx Fixy O(x,y). We have 
xo =fix x Fixy O(x, y) =fix x O(x, Fixy O(x, y ) ) 
by the fixed point proposition, hence, 
xo = fiXx, fix x O(x, Fixy O(x', y) ) 
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by the minimin lemma. Thus, we get 
xo = fix~ O(x, Fix,, O(xo, y)) (1) 
by the fixed point proposition (observe that x' ~f ix  z O(x, Fixv O(x~,y)) is increasing). 
But xo =fix x Fixy O(x, y) = Fixy O(xo, y) hence we obtain using (1) xo =fix x O(x, xo). In 
this way we see that x0 is a fixed point of y~-~fixxO(x,y) and hence xo<~Fi.EvfiXx 
O(x, y) by the fixed point proposition. [] 
4. Maximin theorem 
In this section we shall exhibit sufficient conditions bearing on 0 under which the 
other inequality Fixy fix x O(x, y) <.fix x Fixv O(x, y) is verified. 
Lemma 5. Let 6 and 7 be two (unary) increasing functions uch that 6 o 7 <~ 7 o 6 ( i. e. 
(6o T)(x)<...(7o6)(x) for any xE L ). Then fiXx 6(X)<~Fixy T(y ). 
Proof. We have (6 o 7)(fix x 6(x)) <~(7° 6)(f ix x 6(x)) by hypothesis hence (3o7) 
(fix x 6(x) ) <~ 7(.fix  6(x ) ) hence by definition of fix we get f ix x 6(x) <~7(fixx 8(x) ) since 
6(7(fix  6(x ) ) ) <.7(fix 6(x ) ) hence fix x 6(x ) <~ Fixy 7(Y ) by definition of Fix. [] 
Definition 6. Let 0 be a binary function. We say that 0 is right-associative iff 
O(O(x, y),z) ~ O(x, O(y,z)) 
for any x, y, z E L. 
We have then the following result: 
Proposition 3 (Maximin proposition). Let 0 be an increasing right-associative binary 
function. Then 
Fixy fix x O(x, y) <~ fix x Fixy O(x, y ). 
Proof. Let us define the unary functions 6y and 7~ by 6v(z)= O(z, y) and 7~(z)= O(x,z). 
Let zEL,  we have (6yOTx)(z)=O(O(x,z),y) and (TxO6y)(z)=O(x,O(z,y)) hence 
(6v o 7x)(Z)<~ (Tx o 6y)(Z) since 0 is right-associative. By the previous lemma we get 
f ix x ~v(x ) <~ Fi~v 7x(Y) 
that is 
f ix x O(x, y) <~ FixyO(x, y) 
for any x, y E L. Thus by applying Lemma 1 we obtain 
Fixy f ix x O(x, y) <~ FiXy Fixv O(x, y) = Fixy O(x, y) 
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for any x E L (notice that the fixed point of a constant function is equal to this constant) 
and hence 
FixyfiX x O(x, y) : f i x  x FixyfiX x O(x, y) <~fix  Fixy O(x, y). [] 
Definition 7. Let 0 be a binary function. Let us define the points wo, W~o by the equa- 
tions wo =fix x Fixy O(x, y)  and w~ = Fixy fiX x O(x, y ). 
The results of the previous section and of this one can then be summarized: 
! Corollary 1. Let 0 be an increasin9 right-associative binary function. Then wo = w o. 
Let us conclude this note by an improvement of this last result: 
Definition 8. Let 0 be a binary function. We say that 0 is quasi-right associative iff 
t z~ t O( O(wo,z), wo) -~ O(wo, O(z, wo) ) 
for any z c L. 
We have then the following lemma: 
Lemma 6. Let 0 be a quasi-right-associative increasin 9 binary function. Then wo = Wro • 
Proof. We already know that wo <~ wto. We have W~o = Fixy fiX x O(x, y ) =f ix x O(x, w~o ) 
and wo=fixxFixyO(x,y)=FixyO(Wo, y ). But since 0 is quasi-right associative by 
Lemma 5 we get 
! • / <(  • 
w 0 : f iX  x O(x, Wo) ..~Fixy O(wo, y)  : wo. [] 
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